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Progress of SF 98 in Senate
Page in
Senate Date Event
Journal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
67 1/18/95 First Reading2; referred to Crime Prevention
763 3/20/95 Report back with delete-all amendment, Endnote S2.  Endnotes S3

and S4 are the minutes of the Crime Prevention committee
hearings on the bill. Subsequently re-referred to Jobs, Energy &
Community Development committee

1134 2/23/95 Jobs, Energy & Community Development committee reports back
with amendments, Endnote S5. Endnote S6 is the minutes of the
Jobs, Energy & Community Development committee hearings on
the bill. One amendment stripped the Tenant’s Right to Privacy
language from the bill leaving only the Kari-Koskinen-Act part.

1796 4/11/95 Third Reading, passed 60-4

Progress of HF 72 in House
Page in
House Date Event
Journal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
46 1/17/95 First Reading3; referred to Housing
110 2/2/95 Report back with delete-all amendment, Endnote H2. Endnotes H3

and H4 are the minutes of the Housing committee hearings on the
bill; subsequently re-referred to Judiciary

320 2/23/95 Judiciary committee reports back with delete-all amendment,
Endnote H5. Endnotes H6 and H7 are the minutes of the Judiciary
committee hearings on the bill

1Pages 1-3 of this history summarize the written record. Audio recordings of the
legislature’s floor sessions and committee hearings are available online. Pages 4-5 identify the
relevant recordings, the relevant parts of the recordings, and the webpage to retrieve the
recordings.

2Endnote S1 is a copy of the bill as introduced.

3Endnote H1 is a copy of the bill as introduced.
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Progress of SF1653 in Senate

Page in
Senate Date Event
Journal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
1780 4/10/95 First Reading4; referred to Crime Prevention
2393 et seq 4/19/95 Report back with delete-all amendment. The amendment has no

language related to the Kari Koskinen Act or the Tenants Right to
Privacy. Referred to Finance committee

2681 4/24/95 Report back from Finance with amendments, none of which are
related to the Kari Koskinen Act or Tenants Right to Privacy.

2695 4/24/95 Second Reading
2726 4/25/95 Floor amendments, none of which are related to the Kari Koskinen

Act or Tenants Right to Privacy.
2734-2735 4/25/95 Third Reading, passes 61-6, Senator Moe moves to lay on the

table, motion passes
3194-3196 5/3/95    HF 1700 is taken up, both First and Second Readings, amended

with a delete-all amendment, to wit replacing it with the language
of SF 1653, Third Reading, passes 54-7.

Progress of HF1700 in Senate
Page in
Senate Date Event
Journal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
3177-3178 5/3/95 First Reading, motion to lay on the table
3194-3196 5/3/95 see above, entry with page numbers underlined
3328-3329 5/8/95 House does not concur. Conferees appointed – Senators Beckman,

Spear, Kelly, Laidig and Neville. The Senate Journal notes that the
House appointed Representatives Murphy, Skoglund, Pugh,
Bishop, and D. Swenson as its conferees

4213 5/19/95 Conference reports back. Endnote S7 is the first page of this huge
report/bill plus the pages with the Kari-Koskinen-Act and the
Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language.

4312 5/19/95 Third Reading of conference report, passes 53-10.
5247 5/26/95 Enrolled

4The original bill is on microfilm at the Gale Library at SAM 290 but I’ve not had a
chance to make a copy.
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Progress of HF1700 in House
Page in
House Date Event
Journal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
1152 3/29/95 First Reading5; referred to Judiciary Finance
2362 4/24/95 Report back with delete-all amendment; Endnote H9 is a copy of

the first page of this huge amendment/bill plus the pages with the
Kari-Koskinen-Act and the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language.

3014 4/26/95 Amendments, none related to The Kari-Koskinen-Act or the
Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language

3015 4/26/95 Second Reading
3529-3541 5/2/95 Several amendments, most not related to the Kari-Koskinen-Act or

the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language, are considered. Some pass,
some fail. On page 3539, amendments to the the Tenants-Right-to-
Privacy language are adopted, Endnote H10.

3552 5/2/95 Third Reading, passes 133-0
3760 Senate reports that it passed bill with amendments (see above, i.e.

Senate version of is language of SF 1653)
5187 5/19/95 Conference report, Endnote H11 is a copy of the first page of this

huge report/bill plus the pages with the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy
language passed

5278 5/19/95 Conference report passed
6135 5/26/95 Enrolled

5As introduced, HF1700 was one page long. Apparently it was a dummy bill intended to
be replaced by a huge delete-all amendment at the next stage. Endnote H8 is a copy.
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Audio Recordings of Hearings and Floor Sessions

Recordings of committee hearings and floor debates are available via
https://www.house.leg.state.mn.us/audio/default.asp or perhaps more directly at
https://www.lrl.mn.gov/media/ (webpage for recordings made between 1991 and 2003).

Below are citations to relevant recordings along with the times on the recordings with the
relevant discussions (some recordings are much longer than the time spent on Tenants Right to
Privacy and having the time notations will save the reader/listener considerable time).

I took handwritten notes but transcribed only small parts of these recordings. Transcripts of Doug
Clark’s testimony on 1/23/95 and a colloquy about sections 566.18 to 566.33 on 1/30/95, both in
the House committee on Housing, were prepared. Neither are provided here but are available
upon request.

House Housing Committee Meetings 1/23/95 and 1/30/95.

When the cassette tapes for the 1/23/95 meeting were transferred to the digital media, the
first and second tapes were flipped. To listen to the meeting from start to finish begin
with tape 2 and listen to tape 1 second. 

The entirety of both meetings was devoted to HF 72.

House Judiciary Committee Meeting 2/6/95.

Discussion of HF 72 starts at 56:44

House Judiciary Committee Meeting 2/22/95.

Discussion of HF 72 starts at 1:15:34

Senate Crime Prevention Committee Meetings 3/13/95 and 3/16/95.

The entire 3/13/95 meeting was devoted to SF 98. At the end, Chairman Spear says that
the discussion will continue and a vote taken at “Thursday’s meeting.” 3/13/95 was a
Monday and 3/16/95 a Thursday. Unfortunately, the two files for 3/16/95 are only 10
seconds and 4 minutes 9 seconds long, respectively, and the latter’s discussion is not on
the housing bill. Apparently, as is true of a few of the digital copies of the audio tapes, the
audio on the original cassette tape was lost somewhere along the way.

The minutes of the 3/16/95 meeting, Endnote S4, indicate that nothing about
“substantially” or the like came up. The discussion of SF 98 on 3/16/95 concerned other
issues and mostly related to the Kari Koskinen Act.
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Senate Jobs, Energy and Community Development Committee Meeting 3/30/95

The discussion of SF 98 starts at 53:42 on file 1 of 2 & goes to the end of that file and
then continues on file 2 of 2 from the beginning through 12:46 (ending with a voice vote
to send the bill, as amended, to the floor).

House Floor 5/2/95

Discussion of HF 1700 is on Tape 2 of the House floor 5/2/95 recording. It starts very
near the start of the recording with a vote at 2:22:36. The discussion of the Kari-
Koskinen-Act and the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language and the Tuma-et-al amendment
to the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language is between 12:08 and 14:38. (The entire
discussion, most occurring after the Tuma amendment, is long because of contentious
parts of the bill unrelated to tenants, landlords or housing managers.)

Conference Committee, 5/10/95

Discussion of the the Kari-Koskinen-Act and the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language is on
audio file 3 of 5 starting at 1:13:08 through the end of the file and on audio file 4 of 5
between the beginning and 7:54 (when the language passes by a voice vote).

House Floor 5/19/95

Discussion of HF 1700 is on Tape 2 of the House floor 5/19/95 recording. It starts at
about 40:50 and the vote starts at about 53:20. The discussion of the Kari-Koskinen-Act
and the Tenants-Right-to-Privacy language, lasting only 19 seconds between 45:19 and
45:38, saying the Senate accepted the House language on caretaker screening.
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